5SL ESSENTIAL LEARNING

All 5SL classmates will respect teachers, other students and themselves. 5SL students are willing to respect other peoples differences, feelings, values, beliefs and opinions. Students will always take care of their belongings and look after their laptops. We will respect the property of our classmates, the school and Miss Lad. We will treat all teachers with respect, just like we do Miss Lad. We always treat others the way we want to be treated.

5SL shows respect by using manners with words such as please and thank you at all times. We are communicators by listening and letting everyone have a chance to speak. We never talk over one another or the teacher and always wait our turn. We always walk inside the classroom and are safe around chairs.

5SL are thinkers and are ready to learn at the start of every day. We will have a positive attitude as well as our pencil cases and books ready on the table. We will always have our laptops charged at home and ready for the day.

We will listen attentively to instructions, obey the teacher and make sure our noise levels are suitable for the activity we are doing. Students will also show respect by being quiet when someone is talking.

We will show enthusiasm by encouraging others. We will use integrity by telling the truth and owning up to our mistakes. We will show curiosity by asking sensible questions. We will show commitment by not giving up. We will always be committed to do our best work. We will be independent and ignore others, when they are being silly, irresponsible and annoying.

We show appreciation for what we have at Seabrook. We are respectful, kind and caring towards others. We will always share our thoughts and ideas and be open-minded to the thoughts and opinions of others.

5SL HOME LEARNING:

Home Learning each week will always consist of Spelling and Reading. Spelling: Words for the entire term should be downloaded from Edmodo to your Documents folder. Those without computer access at home will write their words in their Home Learning book each week. LSCWC your words each night in your Home Learning book. Spelling will be tested each Friday morning. Reading: Read for at least 1/2 hour each night. This is to be recorded in your diary and signed off by a parent/guardian. Diaries will be checked on Fridays. Unfinished work: Students may be asked to take unfinished work home to be completed. This will be determined by the teacher and students should record the DUE DATE in their diary. It is an expectation by Grade 5 that students are taking responsibility for their own learning and making time to practice classroom activities in their own time.

5SL EDMODO Rules:

- All posts (including pictures) must be appropriate for school and positive in message.
- All posts should use proper English grammar and spelling. Although Edmodo feels like Facebook, texting, etc. it is still a school platform and your best communication skills are expected. Miss Lad will not accept any abbreviated slang like lol, gr8, yolo, etc.
- Posts should be made at appropriate times of day. Student posts made well after bedtime will be brought to the attention of parents.

If any of the above rules are not adhered to, Miss Lad will block you from being involved in the Edmodo group.